
CARE LABELING CHART                                                MAY 2015 

HOME LAUNDERING ABBREVIATION WHEN IT SHOULD BE USED 

Before Care 

Cover Buttons CB Delicate buttons, shell, natural wood, that may discolor in the dry cleaning process 

Remove Collar RC Remove Collar 

Remove Belt RB When belt cannot be laundered or Dry cleaned 

Remove detachable trim  RDT When trim cannot be laundered or Dry cleaned 

Remove Bra Inserts RBI Items that have removable bra cups 

Turn garment inside out  TGIO Embellished garments, screen prints, pilling concerns 

Wash 

Machine wash cold MWC Dark/bright colors that will fade, pigments 

Machine wash warm MWW White’s, cotton underwear, kid’s clothes 

Hand wash cold HWC Delicate fabrics, embellished fabrics, lingerie, modal 

Wash Supplement 

With like colors WLC Staining is 3.0 or better 

Mild detergent MD Used for Down-filled products 

Gentle cycle GC Delicate fabrics, embellished fabrics 

Separately S Staining is below 2.5, pigments 

Wash dark color separately WDCS Styles containing multiple colors ranging from dark to light 

Bleach 

Do not bleach DNB Wool, embellished fabrics 

Only non-chlorine bleach if needed ONCBIN Safe for most fabrics 

Dry Supplement 

No wring or twist NWOT Delicate sweater knits 

Roll in towel to remove excess moisture RITTREM Hand washable items 

Reshape R Maintains shape for Items that are lay flat to dry 

DRY 

Hang to dry HTD Item that cannot be tumble dry and will not stretch when hung  

Lay flat to dry LFTD Items that cannot be tumble dry, due to high shrinkage or skew and will stretch when hung 

Dry in twisted position while damp to keep wrinkle effect DITPWDTKWE Purposely, wrinkled or crinkled fabric to maintain effect 

Tumble dry low TDL Knits 

Tumble dry low remove promptly TDL RP Wrinkle resistant products, If left in dryer wrinkling will occur  

Tumble dry low dry with tennis balls to fluff TDL WTBTF Used for down-filled Products 

Tumble dry medium TDM Towels, sheets, Heavy gauge cotton sweaters 

Ironing 

Iron If needed IIN Cotton Dress shirts 

Cool Iron if needed CIIN Nylons, rayon’s and embellished products 

Warm Iron if needed WIIN Cotton, polyester knits and woven’s  

Cool iron wrong side out if needed CIWSOIN Synthetic pile fabrics 

Warm iron wrong side out if needed WIWSOIN Pile fabrics, corduroy, velour, velvet 

Press with warm iron while damp PWWIWD Washable Silks 

Do not iron DNI High tech finishes, wicking, dri- release,  

Do not iron decoration DNID Screen prints and embellishments 

Special Instructions 

No steam NS Silks 

Do not dry clean DNDC High tech finishes; Flocked fabrics 

Or dry clean ODC Separates -same fabric, pants are washable & dry cleanable -jacket can only be dry cleaned 

Do not use fabric softeners or dryer sheets DNUFSODS High tech finishes, wicking, stain resistant, terry bath robes and towels 

Or commercially launder pH control sour 6.5-7.0 OCL pH control sour 6.5-7.0 Men’s shirts that are commercially laundered. 

Rinse Thoroughly after use in Chlorinated Pools RTAUICP Used for swimwear 

To retain flame resistance use detergent only do not use soap TRFRUDO DNUS Children’s sleepwear 
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PROFESSIONAL CARE ABBREVIATION WHEN IT SHOULD BE USED 

 

Dry Clean Only DCO When an item cannot be successfully hand or machine washed 

Professionally Dry Clean  PDC When a modification (listed below) has to be used. 

Professionally Leather Clean  PLC Leather and Suede garments 

Modifications to Professionally Dry Clean 

Cover Buttons CB Buttons that can be harmed by Dry cleaning chemical and/or process 

Cover Trim CT Trims that can be harmed by Dry cleaning chemical and/or process, zipper pulls 

Remove detachable trim RDT Removable Trims that can be harmed by Dry cleaning chemical and/or process, zipper pulls 

Turn garment inside out TGIO Beads or embellishments that are safe for dry-cleaning 

In a Net Bag IANB Delicate fabrics and embroidery 

Short Cycle SC Highly embellished items that can breakdown in a longer cycle 

Block to dry BTD Used on sweaters to maintain shape 

Press lightly PL When pressing may result in permanently marking the fabric or embellishment 

Cool iron if needed CIIN Synthetics and embellishments  

No steam NS Silks 

Tumble Cool TC To maintain the effect of heat set pleats or crinkles on fabrics/garments 

Low Moisture Utility Press LMUP Wool & Wool synthetic blends tailored suiting with chest plate and shoulder pads 

 


